
10 key products for returning to the office.



During the pandemic, people started working from home. 

The office went dark.

Now, people are making their way back to the office. 

The lights are on.  

There’s a buzz. 

A vibe. 

An energy…
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The excitement isn’t just about bringing employees back to the office. 

It’s about life returning to the office. If there’s one thing we’ve learned 

through the pandemic, it’s that some things just can’t be replaced. 

Spontaneous interaction. Team collaboration. Peer mentoring. This 

is the office culture that leads to growth and innovation—personally, 

professionally and as an organization.

U.S. workers continue to see the physical workplace and in-person 

collaboration as key aspects of their jobs—and driving reasons behind 

their desire to return.1 Having a sense of place and purpose not only 

provides us with a common ground, it’s the most inspiring way for us 

to innovate and grow our careers, our connections, our businesses and 

our brands together.

Yet, the office culture is being reshaped as employees return—with new 

expectations around flexibility, privacy and space sharing.
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Lightline®, Genius® 
and Evoke® 

Architectural Walls

Backbone®  
Media Platform

Serenade®  
Gathering Tables

WiggleRoom™  
Pod

Do-ni®  
Stack/Guest Seating

MyPlace™  
Lounge Furniture

Universal 
Screens

Connection Zone® 
Lockers

700 Series®  
Storage

Tattoo® 
Collection

As we transition from home back to the office, we need to embrace this 
unprecedented opportunity for transformation—with the office strategically 
designed to renew confidence. Based on the conversations and interactions we’ve 
had with our corporate customers, here are the products they are using to create 
spaces that offer maximum flexibility, safety and productivity…spaces that are lit.

key office products

Only 19% of U.S. workers 

want to work from home 

full time; more than half 

would prefer a hybrid of 

working from the office and 

their home as they look to 

the future. What does this 

mean for the future of work 

and the workplace?2
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Businesses are leveraging the flexibility of architectural walls. With a small kit of parts, 

KI modular walls are easy to reconfigure, maximizing your investment. Unitized wall 

construction enables numerous floorplan changes, while built-in power and data functionality 

allow you to keep pace with emerging technologies. Explore a multitude of finish options, 

including long runs of full-height glass for daylighting. Best in class STC ratings. Find out which 

wall product—Genius, Lightline or Evoke—or combination thereof is best for your needs.

Lightline®, Genius® and Evoke® 

Architectural Walls
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https://www.ki.com/products/category/architectural-walls/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/genius-architectural-wall/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/lightline-architectural-wall/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/evoke-architectural-wall/


Inspired by the fluidity of today’s workplace, Tattoo takes a 

fundamentally different approach to the design of workspace 

furniture. Tattoo offers a dynamic solution to shifts in 

business. No need to draw new floor plans, order parts or 

schedule installation. Tattoo empowers workspace change 

and supports unique work styles as roles and responsibilities 

evolve. Elements of the collection include screens, storage, 

slim seating and tables.

Watch these animations to 
understand how you can rethink 
and rearrange your space—
independently and on the fly.

Tattoo® 
Collection
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https://www.ki.com/products/by-collection/tattoo-collection/planning-ideas/#animations
https://www.ki.com/products/by-collection/tattoo-collection/
https://www.ki.com/products/by-collection/tattoo-collection/planning-ideas/#animations


Storage is always needed. 700 Series Storage provides sizing, configuration and 

pricing options to fit any business need—vertical files, lateral files, pedestals, storage 

towers and bookcases. Sleek design and sturdy construction allow you to divide 

space, create work islands with optional tops and provide individual storage. A wide 

variety of color, style and detail options leads to spaces with a true “wow” factor.

700 Series® 
Storage

Connection Zone Lockers provide temporary or permanent storage options for 

employees. Available in 30" and 36" widths, they are sized to accommodate binders, 

bags or other personal items. Contrasting door and shell colors provide a variety of 

design options as well as lock and pull styles. Banks of lockers can be used to direct 

traffic flow around open areas or delineate space.

Connection Zone® 
Lockers
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https://www.ki.com/products/name/700-series-storage/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/connection-zone-storage/


Universal Screens are designed to provide various levels of 

privacy in open environments. Fixed screens offer varying levels 

of privacy with multiple heights and widths, perfect for providing 

a semi-permanent solution for privacy. Height-adjustable 

screens raise or lower seamlessly. When fully depressed, the 

screen virtually disappears to create an inviting, collaborative 

worksurface. Specify in polyester felt or fabric with a range 

of colors. Both materials are naturally sound dampening and 

provide a tackable surface.

Universal  
Screens
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https://www.ki.com/products/name/universal-screens/


People want to connect in person again. Serenade Gathering Tables encourage 

collaboration and interaction by facilitating a space for togetherness. From conference 

rooms to transitional spaces to cafes, durable Serenade gathering tables support any 

community environment. Design options include up to three contrasting laminate 

options—surface, legs and stringer/modesty panel. Two heights (29" and 42") and 

single- or double-sided depths available. Options such as power, bag hooks and 

footrests make the table as functional as it is beautiful. 

Serenade® 
Gathering Tables

With video conferencing becoming more commonplace, having a dedicated area 

where on-site and off-site groups can connect virtually is critical. The Backbone 

Media Platform is designed to support technology, optimize collaboration and 

enhance flexibility. Backbone has two adaptable forms: a single table unit or a 

multiple table unit, both of which offer ideal solutions for technology integration and 

media sharing. The multiple unit can easily be separated and used as individual tables 

or ganged together in a straight line, suitable for offline instruction or group work.

Backbone® 
Media Platform
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https://www.ki.com/products/name/serenade-gathering-tables/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/backbone-media-platform/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/backbone-media-platform/


Employees appreciate the privacy of WiggleRoom Pods. Whether 

they need a place for a private phone call, one-on-one video 

conferencing or a quiet place to work, WiggleRoom pods support 

privacy with sound-absorbing panels and a magnetically sealed door. 

A motion-activated fan constantly replenishes internal pod air and 

optional motion-activated LED light indicates whether pod is in-use 

or available. Two features that provide an added sense of security 

with today’s health concerns. Select from a range of options for 

materials, surfaces, seating and accessories that enhance comfort.

WiggleRoom™ 
Pod

See the WiggleRoom in action.
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https://youtu.be/d3uFG1NC_iI
https://www.ki.com/products/name/wiggleroom-story/
https://youtu.be/d3uFG1NC_iI


Do-ni®  
Stack/Guest Seating

Businesses are cheering the two-tone shell and custom color option 

on Doni Seating to brand spaces in corporate colors—at an affordable 

price. The stack/guest seating offers 17 degrees of hip articulation, which 

encourages active movement and provides a comfortable sit. Easy to 

clean, the stack chairs are available in 4-leg, 4-leg wallsaver, 4-leg with 

casters and sled base styles. Easy to move, all models stack 12 high on a 

dolly and six high on the floor.

*Do-ni designed by Giancarlo Piretti.11

https://www.ki.com/products/families/doni/


With a robust variety of shapes, sizes and table options, MyPlace Lounge 

Furniture offers a functional space and enables an exceptional range 

of formations—perfect for lounges, transitional spaces and café areas. 

Use recently introduced 48" or 60" high-back seating for space delineation 

or to provide privacy within an open space; the high-back style supports 

power, including a unique multi-unit solution that allows up to eight power 

modules from just one 3-prong infeed (no hardwiring). Contrasting fabric 

options. Extremely durable with a 400-pound weight rating.

MyPlace™  
Lounge Furniture
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https://www.ki.com/products/name/myplace-lounge-furniture/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/myplace-lounge-furniture/


This 700 Series mobile storage unit 
was modified to serve as a divider 
between benching stations for a 
“cube-like” feel without requiring 
a panel system. The backer is 
magnetic markerboard, which gives 
it a multipurpose use. The unit can 
also be rolled to a different location 
for collaborative meetings and 
keeps resources close at hand.

Inspired by biophilic design, this 
Tattoo Flex Screen was modified 
to incorporate an open frame with 
ledges to hold plants or other small 
items. The screen divides space yet 
keeps sight lines open and allows 
daylight to permeate. The size and 
scale of this piece allows it to be 
easily repositioned as needed.

These workstations were co-created with a laminite gallery panel at the end for a clean look. 
The magnetic, markerboard material provides a nice option for name plates or other messaging. 
The Serenade tables butted against the gallery panels are a modified size. Together, the panels 
and tables create an ideal space for interaction or touchdown areas and are conveniently located 
in proximity to personal workspaces.

Explore the Endless Possibilities
If standard furniture options are not working for you or you have a desire to put a 
“signature” on your space, KI is uniquely positioned to bring your vision to life with 
modified or co-created furniture solutions. Infinity from KI is a proven way for KI to 
engage with you when an “outside the box” solution is needed. From custom materials 
and sizes to custom furniture designs, the Infinity from KI process can help provide 
businesses with a furniture solution to support their brand, culture and ways of working.
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1, 2 Executive Summary: The Hybrid Future of Work, Gensler, US Workplace Survey, Summer/Fall 2020

See more office furniture solutions and  
learn more at ki.com/the-office-is-lit

https://ki.com/the-office-is-lit

